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Test sequence generation using Estelle or SDL structure information 

Mare Phalippou 1 

FRANCE TELECOM- CNET 

Abstract : this paper makes a synthesis of some previous works on automatic test generation 
from FDT specifications and presents ideas on how a complete framework can be developed -
from test theory based on FDTs semantics to a concrete tool built with algorithms that can 
handle real specifications. The structure information provided by Estelle or SDL descriptions 
is shown to be a key point both from the theoretical and from the practica[ point of view. 

Keywords : 1.3, 1.4, 1.6, 11.1, 11.3, III.l, Iv.3, Iv.4. 

1 Introduction 

Testing the conformance of final products against their specifications before their introduction 
in the networks is an important task for telecommunication operators. The cost of this task jus
tifies the attempts to automatize it as much as possible. With the increasing use of formal de
scription techniques in industry [Rudin 92], more and more specifications of real protocols or 
operational systems are available in Estelle or SDL. It is therefore important to study how to 
derive automatically test suites from these formal specifications. 

This has led to a lot of interesting research in the field of automatic test generation. Trying to 
balance between their generally adrnitted advantages (GAA) and their generally admitted 
drawbacks (GAD), we can mention the following studies: 
1. fundamental studies on test theory: what does test mean? What can 1 prove with a test? Can 

we design optimal test suites? Does coverage signify anything? [Brinksma 88] [Phalippou 
92] [Tretmans 92] [Vuong 91]. GAA: they allow to understand what testers do. GAD: they 
are generally useless to help designing real test suites. 

2. test generation methods based on automata theory: the famous W, UIO, UIOv, DS, Wp (see 
an overview in [Fujiwara 91]), HSI [Luo 93], UE [Cavalli 92] methods. GAA: they do pro
vide algorithms to develop test suites and we know exactly what such test suites check. 
GAD: they are generally not applied to any protocol more complex than the alternating bit 
protocol. 

3. heuristic test generation methods: severa! attempts to obtain test suites of a reasonable size 
from standard FDTs descriptions [Sarikaya 87] [Phalippou 90] [Grabowski 93] [Chun 90]. 
Most of these studies underline the importance of FDTs syntactical structures as a basis for 
efficient test selection. GAA: they can be applied - and they are applied- to real systerns. 
GAD: they often need human assistance and generally nobody knows what such test suites 
really check. 
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416 Part Seven Testing and Performance 

In this paper we sbow that it is possible to link together several ideas taken from some of the 
above previous work and to provide a coberent framework whicb covers most aspects of test 
generation, from theoretical testing issues on mathematical models to concrete algorithms ap
plied to standard FDTs descriptions in Estelle or SDL. And this is not so surprising, since sucb 
work bas already been publisbed for other formal models, abstract data types for instance 
[Gaudel 92]. 

In order to obtain this unified framework we must introduce a sligbtly new point of view on tbe 
mathematical model (section 2), use previous ideas on test theory in a sligbtly new context 
(section 3) and combine previous algorithms in a sligbtly new way (section 4). New also are 
the release of our tool TVEDA in whicb ali these ingredients are incorporated (section 5), and 
maybe our global optimism about the feasibility of automatic test generation (section 6). 

2 Semantic model with structure information 

2.1 Available semantic models 

Currently available test theories (sucb as the ones whicb are listed in items 1 or 2 in tbe intro
duction) are defined on mathematical models, not on standard FDTs. These models are differ
ent kind of automata, sucb as: 
1. Mealy machines (classical W, UIO, etc. test methods), 
2. a derived model of Mealy machines called PNFSM (partially specified non-deterministic fi

nite state machines) in [Luo 93] (HSI method), 
3. LTS (labelled transition systems) [Brinksma 88], 
4. a particular kind of labelled transition systems in whicb labels are classified into inputs and 

outputs [Tretmans 92], named IOSM (input-output state machines) with a sligbtly different 
communication mecbanism in [Phalippou 92]. 

Tbe differences between these models are the communication semantics defined by the compo
sition of automata (synchronous communication on actions for standard labelled transition sys
tems, inputs and outputs for Mealy machines, PNFSM or IOSM), the finiteness or infiniteness 
of the state space, and the grouping of events (input and output labelling the same transition for 
Mealy machines and PNFSM, one event only labelling eacb transition for labelled transition 
systems and IOSM). 

Tbeir common feature is that they provide a description of an automaton in terms of its interac
tions with its environment (input-outputs or synchronization events). Testing being based on a 
dialogue between the tester and the implementation under test, this kind of description is of 
prime importance for testing theories. 

The international standards for Estelle and SDL do not provide a semantic model for these lan
guages whicb bas this property. SDL semantics is an operational semantics described in Meta 
IV whicb indicates bow to execute a complete SDL system. Estelle semantics is an operational 
semantics whicb describes the global bebaviour of a closed Estelle specification, but the ob
servable bebaviour of a stand-alone module cannot be expressed in terms of its input-output in
teraction with the environment. On the contrary the WTOS standard does provide a formal 
semantics whicb bas this property: this explains maybe wby work on testing theory bistorically 
dealt with LOTOS before Estelle or SDL. 
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2.2 Extended finite state machines as structured automata 

None ofthe above mentioned models allows to represent information about the syntactic struc
ture of the specification. LTS, PNFSM or IOSM are "flat" automata, in which ali states and 
transitions are individual components of their respective sets: no grouping of states and transi
tions is a priori provided by the model. 

Estelle or SDL are based on an extended finite state machine (EFSM) model (this is explicitly 
stated in the title of Estelle standard). Although this concept has not a single generally admitted 
precise definition, it means informally a mathematical model of automata which are extended 
with data, i.e. variables and operations which manipulate these variables. The syntactic struc
ture of an Estelle body or an SDL process consists in factorizing (grouping) the behaviour into 
syntactic "transitions" which correspond each one to several ( often many) transitions of the un
derlying finite state automaton model. 

The link between the EFSM description (i.e. Estelle or SDL syntactic description) and this un
derlying finite state automaton is done by computing the reachability graph of the specifica
tion. But during this transformation the structure information is lost. And we know from 
practica! studies on testing (such as the ones mentioned in the item 3 of the introduction), that 
this information about the structure is very important for an efficient test selection. 

These considerations lead to the following rather unusual definition of EFSM as a pure struc
ture on an automaton, i.e. the grouping of transitions of this automaton into sets that represent 
the structure. In this paper we illustrate this concept on IOSM, but a similar definition could be 
provided for Mealy machines, PNFSM or pure LTS. 

Definition 1 : an input-output state machine (IOSM) is a 4-tuple M = (S, L, T, s0 ) where: 

1. S is a finite non-empty set of states; 
2. L is a finite non-empty set of interactions; 
3. T c S x (( {?, ! } x L) u { t} ) x S is the transition relation. Bach element from T is a transi

tion, from an origin state to a destination state. This transition is associated either to an ob
servable action (input ?a or output !a), or to the interna! action 't. 

4. s0 is the initial state of the IOSM. 

Definition 2: let S = (S8, L, T, s08) be an IOSM. An extended transition on Sis a non-empty 
subset t ~ T. An extended finite state machine (EFSM) on S is a finite set of extended transi
tions on S: X= {tJ Is;~.· 

These concepts are illustrated on figure 1. We show (part of) an Estelle specification, the finite 
state automaton which represents its semantics in terms of an IOSM, and the extended finite 
state machine on this automaton. Extended transitions are represented by number labels (0, @, 

e), and as we can see several transitions of the IOSM are grouped into one extended transition. 
We can interpret the IOSM as being the description of the semantics of the Estelle specification 
(a semantics which has the relevant properties for test study as explained in section 2.1), while 
the EFSM represents the syntactic structure of the Estelle specification: one syntactic Estelle 
transition is modelled by one extended transition of the EFSM. 

Of course the figure shows only an example. The translation between Estelle and the EFSM 
model shown on this example can be generalized only to a restricted subset of Estelle language 
(a single body with no child, and a limited number of constructs in the transitions: no delay, no 
priority, etc.). This subset is close to the "Estelle Normal form" used in [Sarikaya 87] or [Chun 
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state sO, sl 
varx:1 .. 3 

fromsOtosl 
syntactic __.,... 0 when r_n(p) _ 

@) 

(\?l(l) 

(s0,1) \.f!o:.2j) 
transitions provt~ed_:_<-p 

(mapped into ~ begtn x:~p end 
extended @{rom _sl to sO 

. . begm output n(x) end 
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4D when l(p) 
provided x>p 

beginend 

!n(1)(l•O ?m(2) !n(~p· ~m(2) 
@ ?m(l) 

• 
(sl,l) (s1,2) 

Figure 1 : Estelle description and extended automaton 

90]. A very similar translation can be obtained from a comparable SDL subset. We will give in 
section 5 more details on these subsets, and indicate why we think that we can limit ourselves 
to them for many applications. 

To detine precisely the maxima! subset ofEstelle and SDL which can be interpreted in terms of 
our EFSM model, and to provide a formal translation (i.e. a formal semantics) would be anim
portant step in the development of a formal test theory for these FDTs, which goes beyond the 
preliminary ideas which are presented in this paper. 

2.3 Generality of the concept 

Not only Estelle or SDL, but also programming languages such as Cor Pascal, or even infor
mal natural language specifications from ITU or ISO standards can be interpreted with the 
above EFSM concept. This extends the use of our framework to many other systems. 

Figure 2 shows how we can map a sequential program (here a Pascal program) into an EFSM 

var x,p: 0 .. 3; 
x:=1; 
readp; O 
if x<=p th:::--_ exten~~d 

b~~=-1· r...---."i/transttlons 
ijx+p~1 then/// 

wrzte x+p 
else 

write x; 
end 
else 
writex;@ 

(1,-) 

o/9:~ • • o. • 
(1,0) (1, 1) (1,2) (1,3) 

~~ ~~ ~e ~e 
• • • • (0,1) (0,2) (0,3) tg ti, ţ:, 

• • • 
Figure 2 : Pascal description, flowchart, and extended automaton 

structure. Read statements are modelled by the inputs of the IOSM, assignments by interna! ac
tions (they do not interact with the environment, since they represent the interna! computations 
of the program), and write statements by the outputs of the IOSM. Each statement of the lan
guage which manipulates data (read, write, assignments) corresponds to an extended transition 
ofthe EFSM. Let us remark that the result is a deterntinistic IOSM (in testing sense [Phalippou 
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94], which means that one input leads to one output only), and that the decision instructions do 
not correspond to any transition, but are used, of course, to corn pute the structure of the autom
aton. 

Finally, figure 3 shows how we can interpret the structure of a specification written in natural 
language in terms of EFSM, provided of course that the semantics of this specification can be 
described by an IOSM. If this is the case, then the sections or subsections of the document, 
which describe each one part of the behaviour of the automaton, are mapped into extended 
transitions. Let us remark that a transition of the IOSM can belong to severa! extended transi
tions. 

1. Connection establishment 
O !.!.Service class O 

/ 
... send CR parameter 1 ... 
... then ... 

extended - @ 1.2.Service class 1 
transition~ ... send CR parameter 2 ... 

... then ... 

2.Disconnection 
@} 2.1 ... ~nitiated by the calling side 

O 2.2./nitiated by the called side 

Figure 3 : structured naturallanguage description and extended automaton 

3 Uniformity hypothesis is the key for test selection 

3.1 Conformance testing 

We chose to model conformance by implementation relations, which is a widely used approach 
[Brinksma 88] [Luo 93] [Phalippou 92]. An implementation relation is a relation between the 
set modelling the implementations and the set modelling the specifications which indicates 
which implementations conform to a given specification. In the case in which both specifica
tions and implementations are modelled by IOSM, we have argued [Phalippou 94] that the fol
lowing implementation relation captures a notion of conformance which corresponds to the 
needs of practica! users: 

R5 (/, S) iff (V'a e Tr (S)) (cre Tr (/) ~ (O ( cr, 1) = O ( cr, S))) 

(where 1 is the implementation, S is the specification, Tr (S) is the set of traces of the automa
ton S and O ( cr, S) the set of possible outputs of the automaton S after the execution of the 
trace cr). This implementation relation corresponds to the quasi-equivalence relation on PNF
SM [Luo 93], and can be related to the confrelation on LTS [Brinksma 88]. Formal mappings 
between these relations have been provided [Phalippou 94]. 

Testing is modelled by the parallel composition of an automaton called a tester with the autom
aton which represents the implementation. A tester can be either a Moore machine if the imple
mentation is modelled by a Mealy machine [Petrenko 93], a LTS for LTS implementations 
[Brinksma 88] or an IOSM for IOSM implementations [Phalippou 92]. A definition of the ver
dict of the test, based on the observation of this parallel composition, is provided by each one 
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of the above mentioned studies and completes the theory of testing. We will not need more de
tails in this paper about these theories, and the reader is refered to the referenced papers. 

3.2 Test selection 

As far as our work is concerned (how to design operational test suites from Estelle or SDL 
specifications), the important point is that theory has shown that the testers which check direct
ly the above relations (R5 or conf or quasi-equivalence) are infinite, i.e. they model infinite test 
experiments, which is clearly not acceptable in practice. The selection of a reasonable (at Ieast 
finite) subset oftests is therefore required. 

Formulating test hypotheses is a convenient way of making such a test selection [Gaudel 92] 
[Tretmans 92]. A test hypothesis consists in making assumptions on the implementations under 
test: the more we know about what we are testing, the Iess remains to be checked in order to as
sess conformance. In the previous subsection, we already made an implicit test hypothesis, by 
assuming that the implementations, which are real (physical) objects, can be adequately mod
elled by automata (LTS, IOSM or Mealy machines). By making additional test hypotheses, we 
assume that the implementations are modelled by elements of a subset of these automata (see 
figure 4.) 

conformant 
implementations 

(R5, con/, quasi- equivalence) 

implementations 
verifying the stronger 
hypothesis 

Figure 4 : Stronger test hypothesis 

This approach to test selection is often used in test generation methods based on automata the
ory (W, DS, HSI etc.) where the models of implementations are restricted to Mealy machines 
or PNFSM with a specified maximum number of states [Fujiwara 91] [Luo 93]. We have called 
such an hypothesis a regularity hypothesis in [Phalippou 94]. 

3.3 Uniformity hypothesis 

Partition testing is a test selection method which has been defined for the test of sequential 
programs [Rapps 85] [Weyuker 91]. It consists in dividing the input domain of a program into 
subdomains, and then in making only o ne test for each one of the subdomains. The assumption 
on which this method is based is that on a subdomain the program is either correct everywhere 
either false everywhere. This kind of test hypothesis is formalized in [Gaudel 92] and named 
uniformity hypothesis. In that paper it is applied to the test of sequential specifications, ex
pressed in an abstract data type formalism. 

In this paper we study labelled automata, which are a very different kind of formalism. We are 
interested in the sequences of events which are exchanged between a system and its environ
ment: the implementation relations that we consider are based on traces of observable events. 
But EFSM structures on such automata, as defined in section 2.2, provide a way of dividing the 
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observable behaviour of an automaton into some behaviour domains which are the extended 
transitions. This leads naturally to the following test method: test one elementary transition for 
each of the extended transitions, and assume that if the implementation is correct with respect 
to these tests, then it is fully conforrnant. Due to the similarity with the sequential test tech
nique described above, we call this test hypothesis a uniformity hypothesis. 

Let us express this forrnally. Let S = (Ss, L, T, s0s) be an IOSM and t = (s, J.l, s') e T a transi

tion. We denote dep (t) = s the initial state of the transition and arr (t) = s' the final state of 
the transition. 

Definition 3 : let t. ~ T be an extended transition. An instantiation of t. is a sequence of chain

abletransitionsbelongingto t.: t1 ... t. suchthatforall ie [l,n], t;e t. andfor ie [l,n-1], 

arr(t;) = dep(t;+ 1). 

By definition every extended transition admits at least instantiation. Let X= {t;} Is;s. be an 

EFSM on S. For every extended transition t; we chose an instantiation tn ... t;.. Let 

s; = dep Un) . If we assume that every state of the IOSM is reachable from the initial state (this 

is a common feature of protocol models), we can find a sequence 7t; of observable events such 

that (sos• 7t;, s;) (this means that there is a sequence of transitions of the IOSM labelled by the 

elements of 7t; and going from the initial state to state s;): we call such a sequence a preamble 

leading to this state. In a similar way, if we assume that the IOSM is strongly connected (here 
again this is common for protocol models ), then we can find a sequence 7t'; of events such that 

(arr (t;.), 7t' ;• s0), which we call a postamble from the state arr (t;.) . Let CI; be the sequence of 

observable events labelling the transitions tn···t;. ofthe instantiation. We say that the sequence 
(where the product operator means "concatenation") 

TI {7t;CI;7t';} 
t1e X 

is an extended transition tour of the EFSM X. We use this name because this concept is very 
close to the classical transition tours on automata, but instead of having a sequence which cov
ers every transition, we have a sequence which covers only one instantiation of every extended 
transition: we use the structure inforrnation to reduce the length of the test to be done. In the 
example of figure 1, if we assume the existence of a reset ? r (in addition to the behaviour 
drawn on the figure) so that the specification is strongly connected, then the sequence 

?m(2)?r?m(2) !n(2)?r?m(2) !n(2) !l(l)?r 

is an extended transitions tour obtained with the above method. Notice that we did not try here 
to optirnize the construction of the extended transition tour, by eliminating redundancy (some 
subtours cover several extended transitions), but this could be done. 

Definition 4: let S = (Ss, L, T, s0s) be an IOSM, X = {t;} 1 s;s. an EFSM on S and CJTT be an 

extended transitions tour on X. We make a uniformity hypothesis (relative to a given crrr) ifwe 

assume that crrr e Tr (1) ~ R5 (1, S) . 

Our definition of uniformity hypothesis models current practice in the area of sequential pro
gram testing or in the area of functional testing for application layer services of the OSI model. 
In the case of sequential programs, this hypothesis corresponds to one of the classical tech
niques for partition testing, called "ali nodes" in [Rapps 85], which consists in exercising ali 
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statements of the program. In the case of sequential programs, there is implicitly a reset action, 
which models the fact that we can run the program as many times as we want with different in
put values. If we optirnize the extended transitions tour to eliminate redundancy, then 

?0!1 ?r?l!O?r?2!2?r 

is the test sequence corresponding to the example of figure 2 (?0!1 checks the extended transi
tions O et 49, ?1 !O the extended transitions O, 8 et O, and ?2!2 the extended transitions O, 8 
et e). In the case of functional testing of application layer services, the current situation is that 
each section of the naturallanguage specification describes one feature of the service, and of
ten test suites are designed such that each feature is tested once. This test selection strategy 
corresponds to the optirnized test sequence 

! CR (1) ?CC? DIS!DR! CR (2) ?CC? DR 

obtained from the EFSM of figure 3. Thus our approach provides a unified view on classical 
sequential program testing and on protocol testing. 

3.4 Do we need additional regularity hypothesis? 

Of course, we must realize that the uniforrnity hypothesis is only an assumption: we consider 
that the implementations under test belong to a particular subset of IOSM in which every ele
ment which adrnits the trace crrr is a conformant implementation. Specialists of classical test 

generation methods based on automata (W, DS, etc.) may complain that such a test sequence 
does not prove much. But we must understand that: 
1. in spite of the fact that it is based on a beautiful theorem from automata theory, regularity 

hypothesis is only an hypothesis too. The resulting test suite proves nothing if the imple
mentations do not satisfy the required property on the number of states. 

2. since the test sequences which result from classical methods are in general much longer 
than the extended transitions tours, the choice of one method rather than another is a matter 
of trade-off between the efficiency of the test experiment (in terms of detected errors for in
stance) and the length of the test experiment: we show in section 5 that our method provides 
test suites of reasonable length for real protocols. 

In the case of some protocols (lower layers of the OSI model for instance) for which it is im
portant to test some kind of structure, it is possible to define more complex test techniques 
which are between these two extreme approaches (extended transition tours and classical 
methods on finite automata). For this, we use the structure information provided by the EFSM, 
and build from this structure an upper approximation of the tested IOSM which can be de
scribed by a much smaller automaton. Then classical methods (regularity hypothesis) are ap
plied on this small automaton, which results in test suites of still reasonable length. This 
approach, which is completely formalized in [Phalippou 94], corresponds in particular to what 
is done when the control flow of a protocol is tested in isolation from its data flow. 

4 Symbolic computation on extended automata 

We present in this section a method to compute extended transitions tours, and corresponding 
test cases expressed in a test notation language, such as TTCN. The examples we provide are 
based on an Estelle description of INRES protocol [Hogrefe 92]. However, our method is re
stricted to the lirnited subset of Estelle and SDL that can be interpreted in terms of EFSM (see 
section 2.2) and is implemented by using a prelirninary translation of Estelle and SDL subsets 
into a common semantic model based on EFSM: therefore what we say in this section is also 
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valid for SDL specifications which belong to the subset. Figure 5 below describes the part of 
INRES Estelle specification which will be used in the exarnples (syntax is not strictly respect
ed). 

state disconnected, wait, connected, sending 
var olddata : ... 

counter : 0 .. 4 
number:O .. l 

initialize to disconnected begin end; 

{rom disconnected to wait 
O when user.iconreq 

begin counter := O output pdu_access.cr end; 

{rom wait to connected 
when pdu_access.cc 

8 begin number := 1; counter := O; 
output user. iconconf end; 

{rom wait to same delay(5) 
provided counter<4 

@} begin output pdu_access.cr; 
counter := counter+ 1 end; 

e provided otherwise to disconnected 
begin output user. idisind end; 

{rom connected to sending 
0 when user.idatreq(isdu) 

begin output pdu_access.dt(number,isdu) 
olddata := isdu end; 

{rom sending to same delay(5) 
provided counter<4 

begin output pdu_access.dt(number,olddata) 
counter := counter+ 1 end; 

{rom not_ignore_dr to disconnected 
when pdu_access.dr 

begin output user.idisind end; 

Figure 5 : INRES specification (partial) 

4.1 Why symbolic computation? 

Theoretically, there is no problem at ali for computing extended transitions tours as soon as we 
have the EFSM structure and the IOSM automaton: a simple algorithm of graph path calculus 
is enough. The EFSM structure is directly given by the syntax ofEstelle or SDL specifications, 
as explained in section 2.2. The real problem is to obtain a computer representation of the 
IOSM, or at least of the part of its transitions graph needed to compute ali the subtours. 

For small protocols (such as INRES protocol used in this section), this computation is possible 
by developing the Estelle or SDL specification using reachability analysis with an appropriate 
environment description. However, for real protocols, this turns out to be infeasible with the 
currently available tools: the ISDN LAPD protocol, in some configurations, would be mod-

elled by an IOSM of more than 106 states and 104 interactions [Phalippou 94], which is beyond 
the capabilities of the tool we tried to use (Veda). And feasibility studies have leamt to us that 
this would be the case for many protocols with ali the tools we heard about. 

The technique of symbolic computation has been proposed in [Chun 90] as a way to avoid this 
problem. It consists in using a compact (symbolic) representation of the states and transitions 
of the IOSM in order to avoid the storage in the computer of too large transition graphs. The 
method that we present in the next subsection is close to the one of the above paper. However, 
it has some additional restrictions (since we do not use a constraint solver we put additional re
quirements on the allowed inputs), and on the contrary it provides more features which are 
needed for the computation of test cases (see section 4.3) and can handle some Estelle (or 
SDL) constructs which are not handled in [Chun 90], such as spontaneous transitions. 

4.2 Computing extended transitions tours 

Our symbolic computation is based on the representation of the IOSM in a compact way which 
follows the EFSM structure: what we store in the computer is a representation of the set of ex
tended transitions which compose the structure, together with the procedures which allow to 
compute the underlying elementary transitions. In a first step we explain how this compact rep-
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resentation is encoded; then we explain how to use it in order to compute the extended transi
tion tours. 

Estelle data structures (variables and message parameters) are transformed into elementary 
data vectors which can be of two types: integer interval (including the integer type) or enumer
ated type (including booleans). For doing this, composed types, such as arrays or records, are 
first expanded into elementary fields. Bach elementary data vector has a name (built from the 
name of the corresponding Estelle data structure field) and can store an elementary value do
main. An elementary value domain models a set of possible values for the elementary vector. 
The value domains are represented either by the constant value any (modelling ali possible val
ues of the given type), either by empty (no value) either by a list (of values for enumerated 
types, of intervals for integer interval types). The product of elementary vectors is called a vec
tor, and we caii value domain the product of elementary value domains. We use a vector to rep
resent a set of states of the IOSM, or a set of events (inputs or outputs). We show on figure 6 
the vectors which represent respectively the set of states of the IOSM of INRES after the ini
tialize transition, and the set of when inputs of transition 0 of figure 5. 

states after 
initialize 

name 

type 

value 

when inputs of 
transition 0 

el_vectorl el_vector2 el_vector3 el_vector4 

state olddata counter number 

enum. enum. interv. interv. 

(disconnected) any any any 

el_vector 1 el_vector2 el_vector3 

name pco pdu isdu 

type enum. enum. enum. 

value (user) (idatreq) any 

Figure 6 : Vectors and values 

For each extended transition of the EFSM structure, we provide a compact representation of 
the underlying elementary transitions (which define the complete IOSM, if we assume that 
every elementary transition belongs to at least one extended transition, which is the case for 
Estelle or SDL derived EFSM structures): 
1. the guard of the Estelle transition (from state, when event and provided clause) is trans

formed into a couple of vectors (state vector and when vector) which represent the complete 
domains of this extended transition. Of course this is possible only if some restrictions ap
ply to the provided clauses, such as absence of coupled constraints on severa! variables or 
parameters: a vector dornain must be the product of the domains of its elementary vectors. 
But many real protocols satisfy such constraints, as explained in section 5. 

2. the body of the Estelle transition (to state, assignment statements and output events) is 
transformed into a couple of procedures: the first one computes the image domain (final 
state domain, output domain) of any initial domain (start state.domain, input domain) which 
intersects the state vector domain and the when vector domain of the Estelle transition. The 
second one computes the reverse image domain (i.e. a start state domain and an input do-
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main, maybe empty) of any final state domain. Of course the definition ofthese functions is 
possible only if some restrictions on the allowed constructs apply to the body of the Estelle 
(or SDL) transition (very lirnited number of expressions allowed in assignment statements). 
But many real protocols satisfy such constraints, as explained in section 5. 

These concepts are illustrated on figure 7. We claim that these vectors and functions represent 
the IOSM: in effect all the elementary transitions which belong to a given extended transition 
can be computed (start state, event, final state) from the vectors and the functions. Moreover, 
this compact representation allows to compute all the elementary transitions which satisfy 
some requirements (for instance: whose final state belongs to a given state set), which is useful 
to compute transition paths in the IOSM graph. 

start state vector when vector 

pco 

(pdu_access) 

two examples of the transformation functions applications 

(wait) 1 any 1 ([0,0]) 1 any direct image • (pdu_access) (ce) 

(connected) 1 any 1 ([1, 1]) 1 any 
reverse image • 

(connected) 1 any 1 ([0,0]) 1 ([1,1]) 

1 (user) 1 (iconconf) 1 

empty empty 1 empty 1 empty 1 

1 empty 1 empty 

Figure 7 : Compact representation of INRES transition 8 

Finding a transition tour requires finding an instantiation of an extended transition, a preamble 
and a postamble. These three points can be reduced to a more general problem: how can we 
tind a sequence oftransitions ofthe IOSM which go from a given start domain Ds to a final do
main DF. In order to do this, we compute the shortest sequence of chainable extended 
transitions such that D s is included in the start domain of the first extended transition and D F in 
the final domain of the last extended transition. For this, we consider successively extended 
transition sequences of growing length, until the following procedure succeeds: 
1. direct propagation of value domains, using the image function mentioned in point 2 above, 

starting from D5. If we reach a domain which intersects DF, we compute the intersection 

D'F· 

2. reverse propagation of D' F using the reverse image function mentioned in point 2 above 
(this indicates from which subset D' s of D5 we must start and which subsets of the succes
sive when domains of the extended transitions sequence we must use in order to be sure to 
reach the final domain D'F). 

We apply this method a first time in order to compute a sequence of extended transitions which 
starts from the initial domain of the Estelle specification and reach the start domain of a given 
Estelle transition. Then we compute the image domain of this transition, and we apply the 
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method once again to find a sequence going back to the initial state of the specification. These 
sequences represent sets of extended transition tours as defined in section 3.3: any arbitrary 
choice of values from the start domain of the sequence and its successive inputs domains will 
provide a concrete extended transitions tour. Sequences which are obtained by our tool TVE
DA (see section 5) for some INRES transitions shown on figure 5 are presented in figure 8. 

empty preamble 
test tronsition 

state (disconnected) any any any 
when (user) (iconreq) 

P':f:.!~f~u_occess) (cr) transition O 
state (wait) any ([0,0]) any 
when (pdu_occess) (dr) 
output (user) (idisind) 
state (disconnected) any ([O, O]) any 

preomble 
state (disconnected) ony any ony 
when (user) (iconreq) 
output (pdu_occess) (cr) 

test tronsition transition 8 
state (woit) any ([O, O]) any 
when (pdu_access) (ce) 
output (user) (iconconf) 

postamble 
state (connected) any ([0,0]) ([1,1]) 
when (pdu_occess) (dr) 
output (user) (idisind) 
state (disconnected) any ([0,0]) ([1,1]) 

preomble 
state (disconnected) any any any 
when (user) (iconreq) 
output (pdu_access) (cr) 
state (woit) any ([0,0]) any 
whenO 
output (pdu_occess) (cr) 
state (wait) ony ([1,1]) ony 
whenO 
output (pdu_occess) (cr) transition e 
state (wait) ony ([2,2]) any 
whenO 
output (pdu_access) (cr) 
state (wait) any ([3,3]) ony 
when() 
output (pdu_occess) (cr) 

test tronsition 
state (wait) ony ([4,4]) any 
whenO 
output (user) (idisind) 

postamble empty 
state (disconnected) any ([4.4]) any 

Figure 8 : Sets of extended transition tours of INRES (partial) 

4.3 Thst generation 

There is stiH a gap between obtaining transition sequences on the specification automaton and 
obtaining usable test cases expressed in a language such as TTCN. In particular, two additional 
ingredients must be taken into consideration: 
1. Estelle (and now SDL) allows non-determinism between transitions: in a given state do

main and with the same input domain severa! transitions may be firable. We called this con
text non-determinism in a previous paper [Phalippou 90]. This must be taken into account in 
the design of test cases. Severa! solutions are possible here: for instance, in our approach 
which consists in writing one test case for each extended transition tour, we may consider 
that the transitions which are non-deterministically firable with the transitions selected for 
our tour lead to inconclusive verdicts. 

2. Estelle allows spontaneous transitions, whose firing may disturb the transition tour se
quence being tested. Moreover, we have shown in a previous study that when the effect of 
real test architectures is taken into account, some "when" events in Estelle transitions can
not be controlled from the tester point of view, and must be handled in the same way as 
spontaneous transitions. We called this event non-determinism in [Phalippou 90]. Here 
again the solution we chose is to consider that these transitions lead to inconclusive ver
dicts. 

The symbolic computation described in the previous subsection provides a convenient means 
to compute these two kinds of non-determinism. We obtain in such a way complete test cases, 
which are represented on figure 9 in a TTCN-like tree notation. The empty events which ap
pear on the figure are implemented by timer operations. The X which appears in the test of 
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! (user) (iconreq) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 
! (pdu_access) (dr) 

? (user) (idisind) transition O 
? (pdu_access) (cr) <inconc> 

! (user) (iconreq) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 
! (pdu_access) (ce) 

? (user) (iconcon/) transition 8 
! (pdu_access) (dr) 

? (user) (idisind) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) <inconc> 

! (user) (iconreq) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 

! O transition 8 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 
! (pdu_access) (dr) 

? (user) (idisind) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) <inconc> 

! (user) (iconreq) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 
!() 

? (pdu_access) (cr) transition e 
!() 

? (pdu_access) (cr) 
!() 

? (pdu_access) (cr) 
!() 

? (pdu_access) (cr) 
!() 

? (user) (idisind) 

! ( user) (iconreq) 
? (pdu_access) (cr) 

! (pdu_access) (ce) transition 0 
? (user) (iconcon/) 
! (user) (idatreq) (X) 

? (pdu_access) (dt) ([1,1]) (X) 
! (pdu_access) (dr) 

? (user) (idisind) 
? (pdu_access) (dt) ([1,1]) (X) <inconc> 

? (pdu_access) (cr) <inconc> 

Figure 9 : Test cases obtained for INRES (partial) 

transition 0 is implemented by a test case variable which can be instantiated with any value of 

the ISDU undefined type. 

5 Tool, real applications and performance issues 

5.1 TVEDA tool 

The test generation method which has been described so far is implemented in the latest release 
of our tool called TVEDA. In addition to what has been described in section 4, TVEDA pro
vides two more features (see figure 10): 

1. the tool accepts as inputs either Estelle specifications either SDL specifications, provided 
that these specifications respect the restrictive conditions mentioned in section 2.2. These 
specifications are translated into a common semantic model based on EFSM. In this way, 
most of the tool code is common to both languages Estelle and SDL. The required informa
tion to take into account the effect of test architecture (see in the previous section some ex
planation about non-determinism) is found in an external data file which is given as input to 
the tool. 

2. the tool can produce test cases either in standard TTCN or in a CNET in-house language 
called Menuet which has some sirnilarities with the future concurrent TTCN (testers are dis
tributed into several distinct test interfaces, which must be explicitly synchronized if neces
sary). During the translation step from the tests described in section 4.3 to the final test 
notation, many additional information is computed, with the help of the data file, such as 
test suite structure, default or otherwise events in the case of TTCN, splitting of tests into 
test cases and test steps, etc. (in a word: custornization ofthe test suite). 

TVEDA has been developed in Ulysse (an object-oriented language built on top ofLe_lisp) us
ing CONCERTO C.A.S.E. environment. It is interfaced with dedicated environments (syntac
tic editors, parsers and file systems) for the four languages Estelle, SDL, TTCN and Menuet. A 
previous release ofTVEDA, implementing a different (and less complete) test generation strat
egy has already been presented [Phalippou 90]. 
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CONCERTO tool 

D TVEDA oftware 

5.2 Main applications 

Part Seven Testing and Performance 

Figure 10: Architecture ofTVEDA 

In addition to the treatment of INRES protocol, the test generation method described in this pa
per bas been applied to a given number of real examples in order to assess tbe quality of tbe 
test suites whicb result from tbe extended transitions tour strategy and tbe feasibility of tbe 
computation of sucb test suites with symbolic execution. For tbe moment, we bave reacbed tbe 
following conclusions: 
1. tbe extended transitions tour strategy provides test suites of reasonable length. Since we ob

tain one test case for eacb Estelle transition (or SDL input construct), it is easy to evaluate 
this lengtb (tbere is no need to produce the test cases). Tbe results for some protocols for 
whicb we bave a formal description are: INRES (43 tests), LAPD (765 tests), D level 3 
(user side: 681 tests, network side: 2321 tests), RTSE (320 tests), Pl (a MHS X400 series 
protocol, 115 tests), MAP (a GSM mobile communication system protocol, 140 tests). 

2. comparison with manually-generated test suites sbows tbat tbe extended transitions tour 
strategy is close to tbe test selection metbod whicb is actually performed for some proto
cols, especially the protocols ofupper OSI layers, sucb as Pl, or service-oriented protocols, 
sucb as MAP (by opposition to automata-oriented protocols, sucb as LAPD). From points 1 
and 2, we conclude tbat extended transitions tour test selection strategy is well adapted to 
generate test suites for real protocols. 

3. severa! real protocols satisfy tbe (severe) restrictions on Estelle or SDL constructs whicb 
are imposed by our symbolic computation algorithm (this means tbat it is possible to find a 
way to describe these protocols - or a significant part of them - whicb satisfies tbe restric
tions). This is tbe case for INRES, D level 3, Pl (we did not try up to now with RTSE and 
MAP). We experimented also successfully on a partial description of FRP (an ATM proto
col). LAPD bas some constructs that we cannot bandle for tbe moment (sending and recep
tion windows), but we are working on solutions to release tbe constraints on tbese 
constructs. 
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4. performance is still a key point to be solved. For the moment, only INRES bas been suc
cessfully processed without any tricky manipulation. We managed to compute LAPD test 
tours by suppressing the forbidden constructs (see point 3) and by starting from a more ab
stract model, simpler than the complete specification (TVEDA provides facilities to corn
pute such abstractions): this method allows nevertheless to compute the (real) preambles of 
more than 2/3 of the transitions of the complete automaton. In the case of P1, the vectors 
obtained from the complete protocol are very 1arge (more than 1500 elementary vectors in 
the state vector). Here again nothing can be done without abstractions. 
Performance problems are due to the memory space needed to store large vectors (P1 for in
stance) or to the length of the graph exploration needed to compute paths (the time needed 
is an exponential factor of the depth of the graph exploration). We currently investigate two 
kinds of methods in order to solve these problems: use abstraction in a systematic way in 
order to reduce the size of the symbolic automata, and find optimization algorithms or em
pirica! rules to speed up the path search in the graph. 

6 Conclusion 

We have shown in this paper how to build a complete framework for test generation based on 
Estelle and SDL languages. This framework covers all steps of test generation: semantic model 
required for FDTs descriptions, test theory results which give a precise meaning to the defined 
test suite, algorithms to compute effectively such suites, tool which implements the algorithm, 
experimentation and assessment of the method on real protocols. The framework is obtained 
by adapting severa! existing theories and methods and introducing new concepts where need
ed. 

The final result is the definition of a test selection method which, according to us, fits the needs 
of test generation for many real applications. Using the structure information ofEstelle or SDL 
descriptions, we obtain test suites of reasonable length which correspond to what human test 
designers are used to. There are still some problems of algorithm optirnization in order to be 
able to handle successfully with our tool all the real protocols which we took as examples, but 
research is going on in some prornising directions. 
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